
Data Workgroup
November 2021 Working Agenda & Minutes

Tuesday, 11/9/21
2-3:30pm

https://fuhsd-org.zoom.us/j/97115297647?pwd=SXg3dmpHNDQyZktYWnJoS2ZXSHdRQT09

1. Check in on Precision Campus

PC has all the data they need to start running beta testing. Hoping to be able to
start testing it by December.

2. Look at Adult School Q1 data
○ How is enrollment looking? D
○ By looking at previous year enrollment numbers, are there any trends forming?

Discussed the importance of looking at the current and past three years of enrollment numbers
at the adult schools to see if any trends are forming. Focusing on the number of students that
became participants (12+hrs) because this seems to be a point of interest for the State. CAEP
Summit trainings addressed this demographic and started giving guidance on how to reach out
to students who stop out before the 12+ hour mark. Update: Can’t get just Q1 from past reports.
Looking into how to best get this data. PAAS held a meeting regarding students who are not
making it to the 12+ hour mark. The email that CAEP recently sent regarding instructional hr.
cost was also brought up as another important point of focus for the State. We should be
analyzing that data.

3. Look over LMI (NovaConnect & Centers for Excellence) data to bring to the November LB
meeting

○ Help create a Jamboard activity for the breakout sessions
○ Any other LMI data is welcome

Discussed starting to look at LMI data for the assessment part of the 3 yr. Plan. MVLA stated that
all adult school CTE classes need to be aligned with LMI data as required by the State. This is
great. We can use those reports in the 3 yr plan. We also want to look at the LMI data in order to
assess where all of our agencies align with it now and to explore how those courses/pathways
can be bolstered (more courses, dual enrollment, articulation).
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